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Abstract– Group scheduling is a scheduling operation of optical burst switching networks in which the burst header packets
arriving in each timeslot will schedule their following bursts simultaneously. There have been many proposals for group
scheduling (such as OBS-GS, MWIS-OS and LGS), but they consider mainly to schedule the arriving bursts which have the
same wavelength on an output data channel. Another suggestion is GreedyOPT which considers the group scheduling for
multichannel with the support of full wavelength converters, but it is not optimal. This article proposes another approach
of group scheduling which is more optimal and has a linear complexity.
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1 Introduction
Optical burst switching (OBS) is considered as an effective alternative of optical packet switching, when
there is a requirement of changing from optical circuitswitching to optical packet-switching to exploit the
bandwidth of the optical fibers better. Moreover, due
to the limitations of current optical technologies which
cannot produce optical buffers (like RAM) and optical
packet switches at nanosecond, OBS is then the most
viable model of packet switching in the optical environment [1].
OBS networks have a typical characteristic that a
burst header packet (BHP) is sent on a dedicated
channel, called the control channel, to perform resource
reservation; after an offset-time, its data burst follows
on a separate data channel (see Figure 1). Due to the
resources reserved by its BHP, the following burst will
not incur any delay at each intermediate node; then it
does not need the optical buffers. The resource reservation at each intermediate node is a part of scheduling
operation [1].
There are many scheduling algorithms having been
proposed, and they can be classified into two main
categories: online and offline (in batch) algorithms. For
the first ones, each arriving BHP calls a scheduling
algorithm to reserve immediately the needed resources

Figure 1.

Typical model of resource reservationin OBS networks

for its following burst. The typical representatives of
this kind of scheduling algorithms are LAUC [2] and
LAUC-VF [3] In the case of group scheduling; the BHPs
arriving in each timeslot will schedule their following
bursts simultaneously. OBS-GS [4], MWIS-OS [5] and
LGS [6] are the proposals for group scheduling.
In LAUC, a value of latest available unscheduled time
(LAUT) of an output channel is used to compare with
the arrival time of a burst; a channel is selected for
scheduling the burst if the distance from its LAUT to
the arrival time is smallest. LAUC-VF is an extension
of LAUC, in which the gaps are created between the
bursts scheduled on a channel are also considered in
scheduling. Figure 2b describes the scheduling results
of LAUC for the case of the arriving bursts as shown
in Figure 2a.
In [4] and [5], the set of arriving bursts are mapped
into an interval graph in which each burst corresponding to a vertex and two vertices are adjacent (having
a connecting edge) if the corresponding bursts overlap
together. In the case of MWIS-OS, each vertex is added
one more weight which represent the burst length. The
problem of group scheduling optimization will then be
converted into finding a largest independent set (with
MWIS-OS as the largest weighted independent set) in
the interval graph. With that approach, the scheduling
results of OBS-GS are the bursts of b2 , b4 , b7 and b8
(Figure 2c), while the scheduled bursts with MWIS-OS
are b2 , b3 and b6 (Figure 2d). However, the complexity
of this approach is NP-complete [7].
LGS also has the same objective as MWIS-OS to find
the maximum total size of scheduled bursts, but it
is modeled in the form of dynamic programming, in
which each burst is mapped to a vertex of a graph
and two vertices are adjacent if a latter burst can be
scheduled with the nearest former burst without being
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Figure 3. Group scheduling problem is formulated in the problem
of dynamic programming

Figure 4. A scheduling solution of LGS-MC with the case of arriving
bursts in Figure 2a
Figure 2.
An example of the arriving bursts and the possible
solutions of scheduling: (b) LAUC, (c) OBS-GS and (d) MWIS-OS

overlapped. The group scheduling of LGS also becomes
the problem of finding the longest path in this graph.
However, the complexity of LGS which is proven in [5]
is only linear.
However, all the three algorithms of group scheduling only consider the scheduling on an output channel,
with the assumption that all arriving bursts in each
timeslot have the same wavelength. A group scheduling
algorithm for multichannel with the support of full
wavelength converters has also been proposed in [8],
called GreedyOPT, in which the analyses show that
it has the linear complexity (O(mn)) and an effective
rate of lost data, but it is still not optimal due to the
principle of first-fit. In this paper, we propose a group
scheduling algorithm for multichannel with the support
of full wavelength converters, which is more optimal
based on the byte loss probability and the algorithm
complexity.
The structure of the paper is as follows: section 3
presents our proposal of group scheduling algorithm
for multichannel with the support of full wavelength
converters. The simulation results will be analyzed in
section 4 and section 5 shows the conclusion.

2 Our Approach of Group Scheduling
Algorithm for Multichannel
Consider a set of arriving BHPs (corresponding to
their following bursts) I = {b1 , b2 , . . . , bn }, where n is
the total of BHPs. Assuming that the set of available
channels at an output port is W = {1, 2, . . . , m}, where
m is the number of output channels. The information
carried on each arriving BHP includes the start (si )
and end time (ei ) of the burst bi (i = 1, 2, .., n). An
arriving burst will be scheduled on an output channel
if si ≥ LAUT. Two bursts will not be scheduled on
the same output channel if they are overlapped, i.e.
si < s j < ei or s j < si < e j .

According to the approach of LGS, the set of arriving
bursts, as depicted in Figure 2a, is be mapped into the
graph as shown in Figure 3, after rearranging them in
ascending of their end time. Each edge between two
vertices carries an accumulated weight of the scheduled
bursts. For LGS, the weight of an edge is the total
accumulated length of the previous scheduled bursts
plus the length of the next scheduled burst. Note that
we add two vertices b0 and b9 (non overlapping with
any other burst) so that the end time of b0 is less than
the start time of all other bursts and the start time of b9
much be greater than the end time of all other bursts.
Figure 3 describes the scheduling problem of the
bursts in Figure 2a which is converted to a problem of
dynamic programming, in which the optimization of
group scheduling of the arriving bursts on an output
channel of LGS becomes the problem of finding the
path from bn+1 to b0 so that the accumulated weight
is the largest. With LGS-MC, the optimization of group
scheduling of the arriving bursts on m output channels
becomes m0 (m0 ≤ m) times of running the LGS algorithm, in which after each execution, the identified
bursts that create an optimal combination of group
scheduling will be deleted from the set of arriving
bursts. This process is repeated until there is no burst
in the set of arriving bursts or no output channel
available any longer. In the case of the arriving bursts
in Figure 2a, assume that there are 3 available output
channels; the scheduling results of LGS-MC are now as
shown in Figure 4.
Note that the output channels should be arranged in
ascending of their LAUT to ensure that no burst can be
scheduled optimally in a later output channel but it was
removed from the list of arriving bursts in a previous
step of scheduling by the violated condition of si <
LAUT.
2.1 Description of the LGS-MC Algorithm
Input: I = {b1 , b2 , . . . , bn }, W = {1, 2, . . . , m} where
n, m ∈ Z + .
Output: The set of scheduled bursts I 0 .
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Method:
Step 1. Arrange a set of output channels W in
ascending of their LAUT w (w = 1, 2, . . . , m).
Step 2. For each channel w ∈ W, perform the
following steps:
Step 2.1. Remove the bursts which have the arriving
time less than LAUT w of the current channel (si <
LAUT w ): I = I/{bi }; n = | I |.
Step 2.2. Arrange the bursts of I in ascending of their
end time (ei ).
Step 2.3. Create the list of index ( j) (j = 1, 2, . . . , n),
where the value of index ( j) is the index of the previous
burst which does not overlap burst j. If no such burst
exists, set index ( j) = 0.
Step 2.4. Determine the maximal total length C ( j)
when the burst j is considered, which is calculated by
the following equation:
(
0
if j = 0
Max {C ( j − 1), l j + C (index ( j))} if j > 0
where l j is the length of the burst j (l j = e j − s j ) and the
function Max () returns the maximal total length if the
burst j is scheduled or the previous value of C ( j − 1).
Step 2.5. Trace the set of consecutive scheduled bursts
which has the maximal total length.
Step 2.5.1. Set j = n and cost = C (n).
Step 2.5.2. While ( j > 0) do
• if cost = C ( j − 1) then j = j − 1.
• if not, schedule the burst j, setj = index ( j ); cost =
C ( j); I 0 = I 0 ∪ {b j } and I = I \ {b j }.
Step 3. If there exists an unscheduled burst (I 6 = ∅) and
an available output channel w (w ≤ m), then return to
Step 2 with w = w + 1 and n = | I |.
Note that Step 2 of this algorithm is the LGS algorithm in [6]. It seems that our algorithm gives a set of
scheduled bursts I 0 .
2.2 The Complexity of LGS-MC Algorithm
The complexity of LGS-MC algorithm is determined
as follows:
• Step 1: arrange the output channels in ascending of
their LAUT having the complexity of O(mlog2 (m)).
• Step 2: finding a set of scheduled bursts on an
output data channel by using the LGS algorithm
which has the complexity of O(nlog2 (n)) [6].
• Step 3: the complexity is O ( m ). Here, Step 2 and
Step 3 should be performed alternatively, then
their complexity is O(mnlog2 (n)); therefore, the
complexity of all the algorithm is O(mnlog2 (n)).
However, because m is a constant, the final complexity is O(nlog2 (n)).

3 Simulation and Analysis
We implement the LGS-MC algorithm (and also the
case of void filling: LGS-VF-MC) and compare (based
on the lost bytes) with two online scheduling algorithms of LAUC, LAUC-VF with the support of

Figure 5. A comparison between LAUC and LAUC(WC) based on
the byte loss probability

Figure 6.
A comparison among LAUC(WC), LAUC-VF(WC),
GreedyOPT, LGS-MC and BFS based on the byte loss probability

full wavelength converters (LAUC(WC) and LAUCVF(WC)) and also with the group scheduling algorithm
for multi-channel of GreedyOPT. Assume that the data
arriving at a core node have the Poisson distribution
and the arriving bursts have varied lengths. The simulation time is from 1 to 9 seconds and the timeslot
τ = 0.0015ms.
Figure 5 shows that, with the online scheduling, the
case with wavelength conversion (LAUC(WC)) always
gives better results than the one without wavelength
conversion (LAUC). It is shown by the byte loss probability being less than about 10%. This is obvious
because when an arriving burst cannot be scheduled
on the desired output channel, it can be scheduled on
a different available output channel with the support
of wavelength converters.
In the case of group scheduling with the support
of full wavelength converters, the simulation results
in Figure 6 show that our algorithm of LGS-MC (and
also the case with void filling of LGS-VF-MC) has
better scheduling results in comparison with the online algorithms (LAUC(WC) and LAUC-VF(WC)) and
GreedyOPT.
However, when compared with the algorithm of
brute force search (BFS), the simulation results show
that LGS-MC (and also LGS-VF-MC) is only nearly
optimal. Indeed, as described in Section 3.1, LGS-MC
is just a crude combination of optimal single cases;
the difference is not significant (0.07% in average). Furthermore, the complexity of LGS-MC algorithm is only
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Figure 7. A comparison of the average execution time of LGS-MC
and BFS when the timeslot size is changed

O(nlog2 (n)), while the BFS is O(nm). This is shown
quite clearly in Figure 7 when we measure their average
execution time (ms). In short, a compromise between
the optimum level and the algorithm complexity needs
to be accepted.

4 Conclusion
In this study, we have proposed a group scheduling
algorithm (LGS-MC) for multichannel with the support
of wavelength converters. The analyses and simulation
results show that our algorithm is more optimal than
the other former proposals in the rate of lost data
and the algorithm complexity. Despite not achieving
the optimum level when being compared to BFS, the
complexity of LGS-MC is quite small (O(nlog2 (n)),
therefore, it is feasible to deploy in the optical environment.
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